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Summary

We describe our pragmatic approach for aligning parallel scientific processes through the implementation of Fair Digital Objects (FDOs), as RO-crates. Our work is grounded in the Biodiversity domains, but may be extrapolated to be useful more generally in other scientific domains.
Proposed topic (2 pages)

ERGA stream
The European Reference Genome Atlas (ERGA) is a pan-European scientific response to threats to biodiversity, with the aim of producing reference genomes for all eukaryotic species in Europe via a distributed model of sampling, sequencing, and generating genome assemblies. This process involves a number of distinct sets of data, metadata, and workflows, which must be linked and published in a connected manner. Existing infrastructure such as provided by the INSDC (ENA, BioSamples, GenBank, DDBJ [Arita et al., 2021]), COPO [Shaw et al., 2020], and WorkflowHub [Goble et al., 2023] are currently used to collect raw sequencing data, sample metadata, genome assemblies, and workflows, respectively, yet the nature and clarity of their inter-connectedness remains a challenge. For research outputs of ERGA to remain FAIR [Wilkinson et al., 2016], the genomics field requires the development of resources such as RO-crate [Soiland-Reyes 2023], where the provenance and interconnectedness of research objects can be explicitly stated and maintained throughout the life of a genome assembly project. Supporting RO-crate for submission to public nucleotide archives such as ENA or NCBI would facilitate the attachment of associated metadata, data, and workflows to research outputs, and ensure the relations between these objects are explicit.

iBOL stream
BIOSCAN is the second tranche of bundled activity within the DNA barcoding community, operating under the aegis of the iBOL consortium, to achieve a step change in the number of publicly available, high-quality reference DNA barcode sequences used for species identification, delimitation, and systematics. DNA barcoding refers to the concept of sequencing single-copy, single-inheritance, genetic markers whose constant substitution rate is such that they have low variation within species but sufficient variation between species to allow for discrimination among them [Hebert et al., 2003]. The BIOSCAN ‘stream’ (slated to be renamed iBOL Europe) is the practical implementation of this step change within the context of the Biodiversity Genomics Europe project. The implementation involves a number of work processes starting with specimen collection (both in the wild and from natural history collection), sampling, DNA extraction, library preparation, sequencing, bioinformatics, quality assurance, and data publishing to BOLD [Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007], the central repository for DNA barcodes. Due to the variation in the sample sources - fresh or preserved - the chain includes some branching depending on whether the DNA extracts are amplicon sequenced or genome skinned, with downstream impacts on bioinformatics and QA. The complexity of the processes and their distributed nature complicate provenance tracking and FAIRness, which is nevertheless essential for the credibility of the resulting data products. To address this, the BIOSCAN stream adopts RO-crate technology as the common framework.

RO-Crate
RO-Crate [Soiland-Reyes 2023] is a community effort to practically achieve FAIR packaging of research objects (digital objects like data, methods, and software) with structured metadata. RO-Crate uses well-established web standards and FAIR principles. For common metadata representations, RO-Crate builds on schema.org, a mature and general mark-up vocabulary used by search engines including Google Dataset Search. RO-Crate is adapted by many EU/EOSC projects as a
pragmatic implementation of the FAIR Digital Objects [De Smedt et al., 2020] vision. This paper brings together representatives of existing Biodiversity ‘pipelines’ in an effort to identify and harmonise processes and (meta)data that are currently parallel but equivalent. We envisage convergence on a common, or at least more integrated, scientific and computational workflow where (meta)data are better interrelated both within a workstream and across them. The mechanism by which we will achieve this is the RO-Crate implementation of FDOs. This work is relevant to biodiversity projects and community-driven efforts but also serves as a practical solution to comparable issues which will exist in other domains, by analogy.

Implementation strategy

Faced with the opportunities provided by the RO-crate framework, both ERGA and BIOSCAN are developing approaches towards its adoption and implementation. Along the respective streams, various technologies can be leveraged to achieve this. In some parts of the streams, this may require more custom development. For example, both streams struggle with tracking physical specimens and samples as they are being collected, lab-processed, and sequenced. The metadata about the physical objects and their status can be expressed and negotiated among participants in the stream using simple spreadsheets, but the problems these pose in terms of inadvertent data modification (e.g. date parsing) and vague semantics may drive the development of FDO solutions. Further down the stream, technological developments make RO-crate adoption easier. Once sequenced, the data from both streams is processed by various analysis pipelines. Some of the workflow management systems in which these pipelines are implemented provide RO-crate functionality ‘out of the box’, for example, Galaxy [Galaxy 2022] or NextFlow [Nextflow 2017], while others (such as SnakeMake [Snakemake 2021]) have less well-developed support, which influences workflow management technology choices. How tracking of physical objects and pipeline provenance as FDO is, in the end, integrated and attached to data submissions is likewise a topic that is still being explored by the consortium.
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